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Topics

➢ UK Trade Market Update

➢ UK Media Update

➢ Introduction to Panel Speakers

➢ Virtual Panel discussion– hosted by TTM

➢ Q & A – 5 mins



UK Market Update 

➢ On Monday 20th September, the U.S. Government announced that they will open the 
borders to travellers from the UK in early November.

➢ As reported by the media and our travel trade partners, the UK consumer reacted instantly 
and positively demonstrated by spikes in searches, enquiries and bookings for the USA for 
late 2021 and 2022.

➢ The UK’s current traffic light system of safe destinations has been simplified from the 4th 
October, with some relaxations of testing requirements.  

➢ Combined, these announcements have given consumer confidence a huge boost by cutting 
travel costs, resulting in plans being turned into bookings.

➢ The British Government is starting to roll out booster jabs to over 50’s and commencing the 
vaccinations of those aged between 12-16.  There has been an 85% take up of those over 12 
receiving their first vaccination, with 78% having had their second vaccination.

➢ From April to June 2021 the UK's economy grew by 5.5%, higher than estimate of 4.8%, as 
reported by the Office for National Statistics.  

➢ September saw the end of the government’s job support scheme another key indication 
that the UK is easing back to normal.

➢ Collectively, UK consumers have £120 billion in additional savings as a result of Covid and 
the first thing they want to do is travel!



Summary

From November 2021 the 
UK can travel to the USA 
again, this announcement 
has created a huge spike in 
bookings 

01
The Economy has grown by 
5.5% and the consumer has 
saved an additional £120 
Billion during the pandemic

02
The crisis have made the 
playing field level for all 
destinations, the time to 
make an impact is NOW! 

03 04
Airline schedules are 
resuming at pre pandemic 
levels. New routes are 
being planned across the 
US, including two direct 
services to Boston.



Trade Survey

TTM constructed and shared a short survey with leading tour operators and airlines to gauge consumer reaction and opportunities for 2021 and 2022. The responses were 
consistently optimistic and positive for the coming months now the consumer can see that travel to the USA will be opening.

We have seen a massive surge on searches to 
the USA, and a lot of pick up on bookings. Very 
encouraging. 

Jonathan Couch – Dnata

We had a record booking day/ weekend 
following the announcement, our website 
even crashed for a few mins!! so things 
are definitely looking up and consumer 
confidence growing. 

Sian Feldman – Virgin Holidays

We are really optimistic about 2022, We are 
expecting it to bounce back to pre-pandemic levels 
for us, 2019 was our best year and 2020 was 
shaping up to be even better

Andrew Bird – Purely New England

Yes, since Monday’s announcement and the U.K. 
governments planned simplification of our 
systems/processes, we have seen a significant 
upturn in customer confidence.

Ruby Briggs – North America Travel Service 

Definitely a huge surge of enquiries both 
from the Consumer and SME market. 

Nadia Clinton- Delta Airlines



UK 
Media 
Update 

➢ Media coverage of the U.S. has increased since the announcement of the border reopening for transatlantic travel between the 
U.K and U.S.

➢ Publications that were waiting to cover the U.S. are now starting to publish travel content, as some were still holding for a firm 
date before running articles. 

➢ Editors are commissioning new features and press trip requests are starting to come through from U.K journalists.

➢ The media are recognising the importance of being the “first” to get the story off the back of the pandemic.

➢ Support from destinations and their partners will be key in securing coverage, post-Covid. Many media are now more reliant 
than ever on itinerary and travel support, due to the financial constraints imposed as a result of the pandemic.

➢ In person events and meetings are returning, leading to an increase in pitching opportunities. Such events coming up include 
the Travel Connection Group’s “Zoom Out”, World Travel Market, and the British Guild of Travel Writers Awards dinner.



Our Panel

Liz Cairns 
Head of Product & Partnerships
Flight Centre Travel Group

Nadia Clinton
Regional Sales Manager U.K and Ireland
Delta Air Lines

George Kipouros 
Editor in Chief
Wanderlust



THANK YOU!


